1. Prepare door for mortise lock.

See mortise lock instructions for preparation.

2. Align trim template with horizontal cylinder center line (Hex) on pull side edge of door and secure with tape.

3. Mark the center point of each hole with a punch.

4. Using a square, transfer the 4 mounting hole locations to the opposite side of the door.

   Hole dimensions and preparation are shown on template.

5. Locate and prepare all trim holes as shown on template.

6. Secure trim to pull side of door.

7. See mortise lock instructions for mortise lock and cylinder installation.

   USE WAVE WASHERS INSIDE CYLINDER COLLAR AS NEEDED FOR PROPER FIT
1. Prepare door for mortise lock.
   See mortise lock instructions for preparation.

2. Align trim template with horizontal cylinder center line (C) on pull side edge of door and secure with tape.

3. Mark the center point of each hole with a punch.

4. Using a square, transfer the 4 mounting hole locations to the opposite side of the door.
   Hole dimensions and preparation are shown on template.

5. Locate and prepare all trim holes as shown on template.

6. Secure trim to pull side of door.

7. See mortise lock instructions for mortise lock and cylinder installation.
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